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Abstract—This paper proposes an interconnection and damp-
ing assignment passivity-based control (IDA-PBC) for multima-
chine power systems including hydro-turbine governing systems
(HTGS) with surge tank. The main objective is to stabilize the
rotor speed and regulate the terminal voltage of each synchronous
machine in a power system. The proposed control is decen-
tralized, thus avoiding challenges of communication between
generators. Passivity theory is used since the open-loop of the
HTGS presents a port-Hamiltonian structure. IDA-PBC allows a
control law that maintains the passive structure in closed-loop,
guaranteeing its asymptotic stability using Lyapunov’s theory.
The dynamics of each HTGS are described by an eleventh-order
model, which can be reduced to a tenth-order. The proposed
control is tested in a 12-bus test system and compared to a
standard control, which considers a voltage regulator and exciter
based on the IEEE type ST1A excitation system model and
power system stabilizer IEEE-PSS1A. The governing system
based on a PID control with static and transient droop is also
employed. Additionally, the proposed controller is compared to
a sliding mode controller. Time-domain simulations demonstrate
the robustness and appropriate performance of the proposed
decentralized control under different large disturbances.

Index Terms—Passivity-based control, decentralized control,
hydro-turbine governing systems, multimachine power system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The components of a power system require to maintain
synchronization during and after large disturbances such as
fault, loss of a generator, loss of lines or loads, and/or sudden
changes in the tie-line flow [1], [2]. The controls of the
hydro-generators are responsible for maintaining the terminal
voltages and rotor speeds close to the reference value, and
injecting sufficient power to damp oscillations and by this,
contributing to the overall objective. Therefore, a precise study
of the dynamic behavior and stability of hydro-generators is
required to guarantee stability [3].

However, there is a trend towards the use of fluctuating
loads and generation that can deteriorate the performance
of electric power systems. Hydroelectric power plants can
play an important role in the frequency regulation and the
power balancing [4]–[6] in this new context. In addition,
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low-frequency oscillation phenomena in hydro-dominated sys-
tems have been noted in different countries (see [4] for the
Colombian case), which has motivated the study of improved
regulation performance for hydro-turbine governing systems
(HTGSs) in order to guarantee stable operation of the power
system. Nevertheless, HTGS is a complex non-linear system
with an intrinsic non-minimum phase characteristic, which has
a strong coupling among mechanical, hydraulic and electrical
dynamics, making it a difficult system to analyze [6], [7].
Additionally, some other factors such as the appearance and
attenuation of the water hammer phenomenon and the large
disturbances of the power system hamper the design of a
control from a non-linear perspective which simultaneously
covers the entire dynamics of the hydraulic, mechanical and
electrical parts [6], [8]–[10]. For this reason, the control of
HTGS is usually designed from a small signal perspective
while separating the dynamics of each subsystem.

Today, most HTGSs are equipped with cascade controllers
for the governor subsystem [11], [12] and the automatic volt-
age regulator (AVR) as well as for the power system stabilizer
(PSS) which is usually connected to the excitation system [13],
[14]. These controllers can be complicated, having a combi-
nation of proportional, integral and derivative properties. The
controls are designed and tuned for the worst-case condition
and tested by perturbing the closed-loop system under several
transient conditions [14]. Even though this technique has been
used for many years, it does not guarantee global stability and
would not be sufficient in the modern power systems with
the integration of distributed resources such as wind power
and photovoltaics (PV). Therefore, it is essential to investigate
non-linear techniques with high performance that guarantee
the power system stability after large disturbances.

Recently, investigations focusing on studying new control
schemes for improving the dynamic response of HTGS have
been conducted. Some of these investigations consider uncer-
tain parameters or unknown dynamics such as those presented
in [15] and [16]. Other investigations have been developed
to reduce undesirable oscillations by employing hybrid fuzzy
sliding mode controls [17] or sliding mode controls [18]. In
[19], a non-linear predictive control method for a HTGS is pre-
sented which uses a performance index with a terminal penalty
function that guarantees stability in the sense of Lyapunov for
discrete systems. In [20], a complementary control strategy
was proposed for a governing system to regulate the frequency
in an island AC network at sending terminal of the high-
voltage direct current system. The authors of [21] established
the dynamic model for a pump-turbine considering the non-
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linear piece-wise function of relative parameters. In [22], the
impacts of the PI gains in a pumped-storage hydroelectric
power plant by introducing the random power load were
studied. In [23], a novel approach was proposed to establish
the transient modeling of the HTGS. In [24] an adaptive fast-
fuzzy fractional order PID control for the pumped-storage
hydro unit employing improved gravitational search algorithm
was proposed. Control schemes such as intelligent method
control [25], fuzzy control [26], [27], fault tolerant control
[28], synergetic control [29], and finite-time control [30] have
also been proposed. Even though these techniques appear
to be effective and robust in their applications, they have
limitations such as the need for parameter tuning, adaptation
to requirements of large-scale systems, change of control
rules, online optimization processes or problems of stability.
Additionally, some of these investigations did not consider
the entire dynamics of HTGS (i.e., hydraulic, mechanical and
electrical dynamics) and they were neither analyzed in a large-
scale power system nor under large disturbances.

On the other hand, other authors have developed controls
based on the port-Hamiltonian (pH) representation of the
subsystems guaranteeing stability for the HTGS in closed-loop
[31]–[35]. These authors used an orthogonal decomposition
method known as a generalized Hamiltonian theory to design a
control with a pH structure in closed-loop [34], [35]. However,
the use of this theory needs to have a precise model of the sys-
tem and leads to loss of physical interpretation of the control
law. The authors of [6] showed that it is possible to achieve
an open-loop pH structure of HTGS, generating a control law
based on passivity theory that exploits its natural structure
and, also guarantees its stability in closed-loop. Nevertheless,
these controls have some limitations. Firstly, they use a third-
order model of a synchronous machine, which only describe
mechanical and excitation flux dynamics. Secondly, they do
not consider multimachine systems and apply centralized
schemes which could be challenging to implement in large-
scale power systems where the HTGS are located in wide
geographical areas; therefore, communication between them
could be difficult. In contrast to these previous works, this
paper proposes a decentralized passivity-based control (PBC)
of the HTGS for multimachine power systems to stabilize the
rotor speed and regulate the terminal voltage of each HTGS in
the system. Additionally, the sixth-order model of synchronous
machine is considered.

This paper presents a pH modeling and control structure
of HTGS with surge tank to keep track and regulate rotor
speeds and terminal voltages in a multimachine power system.
The proposed control is decentralized and avoids all problems
of communication between the HTGSs. Additionally, the pro-
posed control design is based on passivity theory since the
open-loop HTGS has a pH structure. The PBC proposes a
control law that maintains the passive structure in closed-
loop through interconnection and damping assignment (IDA).
This guarantees global asymptotic stability using Lyapunov’s
theory. The complete dynamics of each HTGS are described
by an eleventh-order model, which can be reduced to a tenth-
order, eliminating the rotor angle dynamic since the stability of
the rotor speed is guaranteed. The proposed control is tested

and compared with a standard controller, which considers a
voltage regulator and exciter based on the IEEE type ST1A
excitation system model and power system stabilizer IEEE-
PSS1A. A governing system PID control with static and
transient droop is also employed. Additionally, the proposed
controller is also compared with a sliding mode controller.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
notations used in the paper. Section III briefly demonstrates
the IDA-PBC, Section IV presents the dynamic model of the
power system, where the HTGS, the synchronous machine
as well as the electrical network models along with their
representation in a port-Hamiltonian structure are shown. In
Section V, the IDA-PBC design for HTGS is shown. In Section
VI, the test system used and the results are described. Finally,
in Section VII conclusions and recommendations for future
work are provided.

II. NOTATIONS

The n-by-n identity matrix is denoted by 1n, an n–by–
n null matrix by 0n and an n–by–m null matrix by 0n×m.
The diagonal matrix with diagonal elements d1, ..., dn is
denoted by diag(d1, ..., dn). x ∈ Rn is the state vector and
u ∈ Rm, (m ≤ n) is the control action. The gradient of a
scalar field y with respect to x = (x1, ..., xn) is a vector given

by ∂y
∂x =

[
∂y
∂x1

... ∂y
∂xn

]>
. Therefore, the gradient is assumed

as a column vector.

III. A BRIEF OF THE IDA–PBC
The IDA-BPC method is a control technique proposed in

[36], [37], which allows a design of a feedback loop that
stabilizes a non-linear system given by:

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u+ ξ.

This can be rewritten as a pH structure as follows:

Dẋ = (J (x)−R(x))
∂H

∂x
+ g(x)u+ ξ + b(x), (1)

where J (x) = −J (x)> ∈ Rn×n and R(x) = R(x)> � 0 ∈
Rn×n are the interconnection and damping matrices; D =
D> � 0 ∈ Rn×n is the inertial matrix and g(x) ∈ Rn×m is
the input matrix while ξ ∈ Rn is an external vector. b(x) ∈ Rn

is a vector of stable and bounded inputs.
The IDA-PBC allows the design of a feedback loop which

in a closed-loop system, takes the Hamiltonian form

Dẋ = (Jd −Rd)
∂Hd

∂x
, (2)

where Jd = −J>d and Rd = R>d � 0 are the new
desired interconnection and damping matrices, respectively.
The Hamiltonian function Hd is the total stored energy of
the system and needs to fulfill

xd = argmin(Hd), (3)

where xd is a given point equilibrium.
After assuming a solution of Hd with the matrices Jd and

Rd fixed for the system (1), it is found that

g(x)⊥ (f(x) + ξ) = g(x)⊥
(

(Jd −Rd)
∂Hd

∂x

)
, (4)
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where g(x)⊥ is a function such that g(x)⊥g(x) = 0 and (3) is
satisfied. Therefore, the system (2) in closed-loop is achieved
with the control law

u = G
(

(Jd −Rd)
∂Hd

∂x
− f(x)− ξ − b(x)

)
, (5)

where G =
(
g(x)>g(x)

)−1
g(x)>.

A. Stability Analysis

A Lyapunov candidate is defined as:

W (x) = Hd(x)−Hd(xd),

which fulfills that is always positive since xd is the minimum
of Hd, that is W (x) > 0 for all x 6= xd, in addition,
W (xd) = 0, and its temporal derivative is

Ẇ = Ḣd =

[
∂Hd

∂x

]>
Dẋ =

[
∂Hd

∂x

]>
(Jd −Rd)

∂Hd

∂x

= −
[
∂Hd

∂x

]>
Rd

∂Hd

∂x
.

The dynamic system (1) is Lyapunov stable with the control
law (5) if Rd � 0, (Ẇ ≤ 0); in addition, if Rd � 0, (Ẇ < 0),
then the system is asymptotically stable (see for example [38]
for more details about Lyapunov theory).

IV. POWER SYSTEM MODELING

This section presents the power system model, which in-
cludes the dynamics of hydraulic, electrical, and mechanical
subsystems of each HTGS. Additionally, all dynamics will be
condensed into a pH model. It is considered that the power
system model is a balanced and the rotor power angle δ is
known, therefore, the Park transformation can be employed.

A. Hydraulic-Turbine Model

A dynamic model of a hydraulic turbine with penstock and
surge tank has been recommended by the working group on
prime mover and energy supply models [11], [39]. In this
model, incompressible water is assumed. The dynamic model
of a hydraulic turbine with penstock is in per-unit values given
by:

TW1q̇1 = 1− hs − kf1q21 ,
Tj ḣs = q1 − q2,

TW2q̇2 = hs − h− kf2q22 ,
Ty ẏ = uy − y,

(6)

where h and hs are the head at turbine and the head at
surge tank respectively; q1 and q2 are the normalized flow
rates of tunnel and penstock respectively, and y denotes the
servomotor position; kf1 and kf2 are friction losses on conduit
respectively. TW1 and TW2 are the starting time of water in
tunnel and penstock, respectively; Tj is the storage constant of
the surge tank and Ty is the time constant of the servomotor
[6]. Hydraulic head can be written as.

h =

(
q2
y

)2

.

To ensure a mathematically stable equilibrium point, the
next considerations are made: the water flow rate in normal
operation and in per-unit is bounded by qnl and 1, i.e., qnl <
q2 ≤ 1, and the gain position in per-unit value is bounded
between 0 < y ≤ 1. The first consideration is given by the
flow of water on conduit, which always moves in the same
direction. This condition is necessary for the synchronous
machine to deliver active power. The second consideration is
a feature of servomotor since its position works bounded (see
[32] for more details about this considerations).

B. Mechanical Modeling

Generally, a synchronous machine is composed of two parts:
rotor and stator. The rotor consists of a shaft where the turbine
torque is balanced by the electrical torque developed by the
synchronous machine. The equation of the rotor speed is:

Mω̇ = τm − τe − dω, (7)

δ̇ = ω − ωb

where δ is the rotor power angle, M is the inertia of the rotor
shaft, d is the friction constant, and ωb is the synchronous
speed. τm and τe are mechanical and electrical torque, which
can be written as

τm =
Atq

2
2 (q2 − qnl)
y2ω

, (8)

τe = ψqid − ψdiq,

where qnl denotes its no-load and At represents the propor-
tionality constant of the hydro-turbine [1].

C. Synchronous Machine Modeling

The synchronous machine has three identical circuits con-
nected in the stator called stator windings (labeled with letters
a, b and c). The circuits in the rotor are called field and damper
windings (labeled with letters f for field winding and, D and
Q for damper windings). All the generator windings are mag-
netically coupled, i.e. that the flux in each winding depends
on the currents in all the other windings [1]. This relation
between flux linkage and currents is in the dq reference frame
given by

ψ = Li,

with,

L =

[
L11 L12

L>12 L22

]
L11 =

[
Ld 0
0 Lq

]

L12 =

[
Lmd Lmd 0

0 0 Lmq

]
L22 =

 Lf Lmd 0
Lmd LD 0

0 0 LQ

 ,
where Ld and Lq represent the stator direct and quadrature
inductances, respectively; Lf denotes the field inductance;
Lmd and Lmq are the direct and quadrature magnetization
inductances, respectively. ψ = col(ψd, ψq, ψf , ψD, ψQ), ψd

and ψq represent the stator direct and quadrature axis flux
linkages, ψf denotes the field flux, ψD, and ψQ are the rotor
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damping windings flux linkages; i = col(id, iq, if , iD, iQ), id
and iq represent the stator direct and quadrature axis currents,
if denotes the field current, iD and iQ are the rotor damping
winding currents.

The terminal voltage of a synchronous machine is given by:

ψ̇ = −Ri+ Jωψ − v, (9)

where v = col(vd, vq,−vf , 0, 0), vd and vq denote the stator
direct and quadrature axis voltages, vf represents the field
voltage; R = diag(rs, rs, rf , rD, rQ), rs denotes the stator
resistance, rf represents the field resistance, rD and rQ are
the rotor damping winding resistances, and

Jω =

[
I(ω) 02×3
03×2 03

]
I(ω) =

[
0 −ω
ω 0

]
.

D. Port-Hamiltonian Model

Starting from the energy properties of the HTGS, it is
possible to obtain a mathematical representation of the model
given by (6) to (9) in a pH structure. The energy function for
the i-th HTGS connected to the power system is given by

Hi = Hti +Hmi +Hei

where Hi is the Hamiltonian energy function for the i-th
HTGS, which is composed of the sum of the hydro-turbine
energy Hti, mechanical energy Hmi, and the electrical energy
Hei. The hydro-turbine energy is given by

Hti =
1

2
TW1ix

2
1i +

1

2
Tjix

2
2i +

Atix
2
3i(x3i − qnli)
x4i

with, xti = col(q1i, hsi, q2i, yi) and Dti =
diag(TW1i, Tji, TW2i, Tyi).

The kinetic mechanical energy is defined as a quadratic
function of the rotor speed

Hmi =
1

2
Mω2

i ,

and, the electrical energy is selected as a quadratic function
of the rotor fluxes, i.e.,

Hei =
1

2
ψ>i Liψi.

The dynamic systems from (6), (7), and (9) can be rewritten
as

Diẋi = (Ji −Ri)
∂Hi

∂xi
+ giui + ξi + bi, (10)

with,

xi =col(xti, ωi, ψi) = col(x1, ..., x10),

ui =col(uyi, vfi),

bi =col(0,−x3i, x2i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),

ξi =col(1, 0, 0, 0, 0,−vdi,−vqi, 0, 0, 0),

Di = diag(TW1i, Tji, TW2i, Tyi,Mi, L
−1
i ),

gi =
[

03×1 1 06×1; 07×1 1 02×1
]>
,

Ri = diag (kf1ix1i, 0, r3i, r4i, di, Ri) +R2i,

R2i =


03 03×2 03×5

02×3

 0
1

2x5i
1

2x5i
0

 02×5

05×3 05×2 05

 ,

Ji =

[
J1i 02×8

08×2 J2i

]
J1i =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
,

J2i =



01 01×4 02×3

03×2


0

1

2x5i
0 0

− 1

2x5i
0 ψqi −ψdi

0 −ψqi 0 0
0 ψdi 0 0

 03

04×1 03 03


,

r3i =

x23i

(
kf2i +

1

x24i

)
∂Hi

∂x3i

, r4i =
x4i
∂Hi

∂x4i

.

It is important to mention that the dynamic model from
(10) does not consider the rotor angle dynamic (also known as
power angle). Since the rotor angle does not take part in other
dynamics of synchronous machine, its behavior does not affect
the rest of the dynamics and it is not necessary to develop the
controller. By guaranteeing that the rotor angle will be stable,
the angle will converge to a constant value, which can be
achieved with the IDA-PBC method described in Section III.

E. Electrical Network Model

A power system may include n generators, m transmission
lines and k loads. Here, each HTGS is modeled by (10) and
each thermal power plant and their governors are modeled by
the IEEEG1 steam turbine model [40]. Their mechanical and
electrical models are represented in (8) and (9). Loads and
transmission lines are represented by the standard phasor rep-
resentation neglecting their dynamics as these are significantly
faster than the mechanical dynamics of each HTGS [1], [41].
In addition, considering the loads as constant impedances,
the electrical network model can be reduced by using Kron’s
reduction, as follows1

I = Y (δ1, ..., δn)V, Y (·) ∈ R2n×2n

where Y is the reduced admittance matrix in the
terminal nodes of the synchronous machines, I =
[id1, iq1, ..., idn, iqn]> and V = [vd1, vq1, ..., vdn, vqn]> are the
vectors of the generator currents (id1 and iq1) and terminal
voltage (vd1 and vq1), respectively.

It is important to mention that phasor representation is used
to compute the equilibrium point of system as shown in [2],
[42]. Therefore, the analysis made in this paper is in the time
domain and, all the dynamics of the grid are considered.

1See [1], [2], [42] for more details.
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V. HTGS CONTROL

The control objective for the HTGS is to stabilize the rotor
speed and regulate the generator terminal voltage to improve
power system stability under small and large disturbances.
The control design is based on the IDA-PBC presented in
Section III and it is developed assuming that the nominal
parameters of HTGS are known and all the states are available
for measurement.

A. Controller Design

To apply the IDA-PBC method described in Section III, it
is necessary to define the desired total stored Hd, the desired
interconnection matrix Jd, and the desired damping matrix Rd.
The Hd was chosen as the quadratic function:

Hdi =
1

2
(xi − xdi)>Di(xi − xdi),

where xdi is desired equilibrium point for each i-HTGS of the
power system, also known as the steady-state vector and its
the derivative can be calculated as

∂Hdi

∂xi
=



x1i − xd1i
x2i − xd2i
x3i − xd3i
x4i − xd4i
x5i − xd5i
x6i − xd6i
x7i − xd7i
x8i − xd8i
x9i − xd9i
x10i − xd10i


=


q1i − q1di
hsi − hsdi
q2i − q2di
yi − ydi
ωi − ωb

ii − idi

 .

Now, the matrices Jd and Rd are defined as having a relation
between the control aims and control variables, as follows:

Rd = diag(r1i, ..., r10i),

Jd =


02 02×3 02×5

03×2

 0 0 0
0 0 k1i
0 −k1i 0

 03×5

05×2 05×3 05

 ,
where rji > 0 ∀ j = 1, ..., 10 and k1i 6= 0.

If (5) is used, the control laws are:

uyi =x4i − k2i(x5i − xd5i)− r4i(x4i − xd4i), (11)
vfi =rfix8i − r8i(x8i − xd8i).

The governing system typically regulates the rotor speed
and manages the electrical power generated by synchronous
machine by changing gate position. For this reason, the xd3
and xd5 were chosen to fulfill this aim. By defining an admis-
sible equilibrium point from (6), it is possible to approximate:

xd3i ≈
Pmdi

Ati
+ qnli + qnli (kf1i + kf2i)

(
4Pmdi +

1

2

)
P 2
mdi,

with Pmdi = Pdi + ||idqi||2 rsi and Pdi is the electrical power
generated by the i-synchronous machine, and xd5i is:

xd5i = ωb.

The field current controls the voltage magnitude of the
generator terminal, which in the dq reference frame is defined
as:

v2ti = v2di + v2qi. (12)

Now, using (9) and (12) at an equilibrium point, it is possi-
ble to obtain xd8i to control the terminal voltage magnitude,
as

xd8i =
vdqi + rsixd7i + Ldixd5ixd6i

Lmdixd5i
. (13)

where

vdqi =
√
v2ti − v2di.

To apply the control laws of (11), it is necessary to compute
the non-controlled variables that can be found by defining the
left annihilator of gi as

g⊥i =
[

03×4 13 03
]>
,

and using (4), the non-controlled variables are:

xd4i =
dix5i − τmi + τei + k1ix4i − r5i(x5i − xd5i)

k1i
,

xd6i =
−vdi + ψqixd5i + (r6i + rsi)x6i

r6i
,

xd7i =
−vqi + ψdixd5i + (r7i + rsi)x7i

r7i
.

VI. TEST SYSTEM, SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The proposed decentralized control based on the IDA–
PBC method was assessed on a 12–bus test system (see Fig.
2) to verify its performance and robustness for maintaining
the stability of a power system under large disturbance. The
test system was proposed in [43] and is composed of syn-
chronous generators, eight transmission lines, six two–winding
transformers, six loads, two capacitors for compensation and
one reactor. The component data are given in [43]. In this
paper, it is considered that the generators #1, #3, and #4 are
hydro–turbines, while the generator #2 is a steam turbine.
Nevertheless, the excitation control law given in (13) can be
employed in a steam turbine without making any changes. For
comparison, each generator has been equipped with IEEE–
ST1A excitation systems, power system stabilizers IEEE–
PSS1A, and turbine governors. The governing systems with
static and transient droop to control the hydraulic turbine
speed are also considered and its scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 1 (see [1]). Parameters of the hydraulic turbine, and
the PSS are presented in [6]. The IEEE–ST1A excitation
system parameters can be found in [44]. The control design
parameters for PID governing system and their limitations
are tuned as recommended in [11]. In addition, a comparison
against sliding mode controller (SMC) is also shown, which
was proposed in [45]

Additionally, a PV penetration level of 10% using three
solar power generations with locations as shown in Fig. 2
is considered. It was assumed that each solar power gener-
ation, delivers the same active power under similar operating
conditions as the synchronous machine listed in Table I.
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ωi

−

ωb = 1
+∑

Power-Speed
compensation

1
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Pdi

+
+∑

Pi

−
+∑

+∑
PID

Saturation
Rate

limiting Servo
1

1 + Tyis
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Transient droop
σiTrs

1 + Trs+

Static droop

ρ

+

∑
−

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the governor system with static and transient droop
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Load 2
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Load 6

384 MVA

Bus-11
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Load 3
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100 MVAr
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PV 1PV 2

Load 5

40 MVAr

Bus-4

PV 3

Load 4
200 MVAr

L-1 L-3

L-8 L-4

L-5

L-6

L-7

Generator #1

AVR,
PSS,
GOV

Generator #3 AVR,
PSS,
GOV

Generator #2

AVR,
PSS,
GOV

Generator #4

AVR,
PSS,
GOV

Fault 1

Fault 2

Fault 3

Fault 4

L-2

Fig. 2. 12-bus system

TABLE I
OPERATING CONDITION OF EACH SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

G1 G2 G3 G4
P V P V P V P V

3.42 1.00 4.00 1.01 2.70 1.01 3.30 1.01
All data are in per unit. SBase = 100MW , VBase = 230kV .

Four faults are assumed to demonstrate the robustness and
efficiency of the proposed control to improve the dynamic re-
sponse of the power system with renewable energy integration
under large disturbances. The fault #1 is a three-phase to the
ground at bus 3 in a period of 200 ms (see Fig. 2). The fault
#2 is a short–circuit to the ground permanent at the middle
of the transmission line L–2 and the protecting system opens
the transmission line after 200 ms. Lastly, the faults #3 and
#4 are three-phase to the ground at bus 7 and 5 in a period
of 200 ms each them. Here, we considered that the fault #4
occurs to 2.5 s after the fault #3.

To quantify the performance of the control used in this
paper, the integral absolute error (IAE) for the rotor speed
deviation and the generator terminal voltage is employed,
which is computed as follows:

IAEW =

4∑
k=1

∫ tsim

0

|∆ωk| tdt,

IAEV =

4∑
k=1

∫ tsim

0

|∆vtk| tdt.

where tsim is the final simulation time, k denotes each HTGS,
∆ωk is the rotor speed deviation of each generator k, and ∆vtk
is the difference between the generator terminal voltage k and
its voltage reference. The settling time ts for the rotor speed
deviation is also used. Here, the settling time is established
when all |∆ωk| are less than 0.0005 pu, which corresponds to
the dead-band for the case of the Colombian power system.

For the sake of simplicity, when referring to standard
controls for the HTGS, the interpretation is as follows, the
field system is controlled with a IEEE–ST1A excitation system
plus a IEEE–PSS1A while the governing system is controlled
with the PID control plus a static and a transient droop.

Fault #1
This fault investigates the capacity of the proposed control

to maintain the stability and improve the power system dy-
namic performance with renewable energy integrated during
and after a large disturbance.

Fig. 3 shows the dynamic responses of the rotor speed
deviation of all synchronous generators. Fig. 3(a) illustrates
the rotor speed deviation of generators #1, #2, and #4 when
the IDA–PBC is used, while Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) depict the
same rotor speed deviations of the generators when SMC
and standard controls are employed, respectively. Fig. 3 (d)
compares the rotor speed deviation of generator #3 for the
controllers. Table II presents the performance indexes for fault
#1.

In Fig. 3, it can be noted that the rotor speed deviation
of all generators for the proposed controller stabilizes the
system in a shorter time and with lower oscillations than other
controllers. This is supported by comparing IAEW and ts
between controllers, and these indexes are 51.03% and 50.87%
for the proposed controller, respectively.

Fig. 4 illustrates the dynamic responses of the voltage
profiles of each synchronous generator. Here, Fig. 4(a) shows
the terminal voltages of generators #1, #2, and #4 when the

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE INDEXES

IAEW IAEV ts [s]

Fault #1
Standard Controllers 49.48 312.56 33.4

SMC 33.7 224.97 15.37
IDA-PBC 16.35 133.34 7.55

Fault #2
Standard Controllers 66.34 125.05 5.78

SMC 32.35 84.57 4.15
IDA-PBC 2.24 10.17 2.21

Fault #3
Standard Controllers 37.75 676.4 36.4

SMC 26.55 633.6 15.98
IDA-PBC 19.75 384.0 6.75
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Fig. 3. Dynamic responses of the rotor speed deviation under Fault #1: (a)
∆ω using IDA-PBC, (c) ∆ω using SMC controller, (c) ∆ω using standard
controllers, and (d) Control strategy comparison of ∆ω in the generator #3.

IDA-PBC is implemented, while Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) depict the
same generator terminal voltages when the SMC and standard
controls are employed, respectively. Fig. 4(d) compares the
terminal voltages of generators #3 between controllers.

In Fig. 4, it is observed that the voltage profiles show an
improved response when the IDA-PBC is considered. This
entails that the proposed control has an enhanced ability to
regulate the voltage profiles. This performance is easier to
comprehend in Fig. 4(d), where the enhanced response of the
proposed control is more clear when the voltage profiles are
compared. This can be verified by comparing IAEV between
control (see Table II), where this index is lower for the IDA–
PBC than the SMC in a 40.73%.

Fault #2
This fault investigates the ability of the IDA-PBC to main-

tain the stability and improve the dynamic response of a power
system when a topology change such as tripping of the trans-
mission line L–2 occurs. Fig. 5 shows the dynamic behavior of
the rotor speed deviation of all synchronous generators. Fig.
5(a) depicts the rotor speed deviation of generators #1, #2,
and #3 when the IDA-PBC is used, while Fig. 5(b) and 5(c)
show the same rotor speed deviation of the generators when
the SMC and standard controls are implemented, respectively.
Fig. 5(d) compares the rotor speed deviation of generator #4
for between controllers. The performance indexes for fault #2
were shown in Table II.

Fig. 5 shows that the IDA-PBC continues to present an en-
hanced response of the rotor speed deviation for all generators
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Fig. 4. Dynamic responses of the generator terminal voltages under Fault
#1: (a) vt using IDA-PBC, vt using SMC controller, (c) vt using standard
controllers, and (c) Control strategy comparison of vt in the generator #3.
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compared with the SMC and standard controller. Therefore,
the power system’s dynamic behavior is improved. This can
be verified with the performance indexes of Table II, where the
IAEW and ts are lower for the proposed control than the SMC
controller with 93.1% and 46.7%, respectively. This difference
can be observed clearly in Fig. 5(d) where the frequency
oscillations last longer for the SMC and standard controller.

Fig. 6 presents the voltage profile of each synchronous
generator for fault #2. Here, Fig. 6(a) shows the terminal
voltages of generators #1, #2, and #4 when the IDA-PBC
is used, while Fig. 6(b) and 6(c) show the same generator
terminal voltages when the SMC and standard controls are
implemented, respectively. Fig. 6(d) makes a comparison
between the terminal voltages of generator #3.

In Fig. 6, it is observed that the voltage profiles continue
to recover faster for the proposed control than the SMC and
standard controllers. Here, the IAEV is lower for the IDA-
PBC than the SMC and standard control in 87.9% and 91.8%,
respectively.

Fault #3
This fault investigates the ability of the IDA-PBC to main-

tain the stability of a power system when the system has not
yet finished recovering from other large disturbance. Fig. 7
depicts the dynamic behavior of the rotor speed deviation of
all synchronous generators. Fig. 7(a) shows the rotor speed
deviation of generators #1, #2, and #3 when the IDA-PBC is
employed, while Fig. 7(b) and 7(c) illustrate the same rotor
speed deviation of the generators when the SMC and standard
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Fig. 7. Dynamic responses of the rotor speed deviation under Fault #3: (a)
∆ω using IDA-PBC, (b) ∆ω using SMC controller, (c) ∆ω using standard
controllers, and (c) Control strategy comparison of ∆ω in the generator #4.

controls are implemented, respectively. Fig. 7(d) compares the
rotor speed deviation of generator #3 for between controllers.
The performance indexes for fault #3 were shown in Table II.

Note in Fig. 7 that the IDA-PBC continues presenting
an improved response of the rotor speed deviation for all
generators even when the system has not finished recovering
compared with the SMC and standard controller. This entails
that the transient response is enhanced. This is supported by
the performance indexes of Table II, where the IAEW and ts
are lower for the proposed control than the SMC controller
with 25.61% and 57.7%, respectively. The difference between
response of the controller can be observed clearly in Fig. 7(d)
where the frequency oscillations last longer for the SMC and
standard controller.

Fig. 8 presents the voltage profiles of each synchronous
generators for fault #3. Here, Fig. 8(a) illustrates the terminal
voltages of generators #1, #2, and #4 when the IDA-PBC is
implemented, while Fig. 8(b) and 8(c) show the same genera-
tor terminal voltages when the SMC and standard controls are
used, respectively. Fig. 8(d) shows a comparison between the
terminal voltages of generator #3.

Observe in Fig. 8 that the voltage profiles for the proposed
control continue to recover faster than the SMC and standard
controllers. Note in Table II that the IDA–PBC has the lower
IAEV than the SMC and standard controller in 39.3% and
43.1%, respectively.

Complementary analysis
In this part, it is analyzed and computed the efforts of each

controller, by using the ITAE =
∫ ts
0

∑3
k=1 |∆uk| dt, which is
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Fig. 8. Dynamic responses of the generator terminal voltages under Fault #3:
(a) vt using IDA-PBC, (b) vt using SMC controller, (c) vt using standard
controllers, and (c) Control strategy comparison of vt in the generator #3.

presented in Table III. Note that in all the analyzed faults, the
IDA–PBC presents lower indexes than the other controllers.
This implies that the proposed controller employs less energy
and efforts, which is an advantage since it can support higher
variations in the power system. Therefore, the IDA-PBC has a
broader range of attraction regions compared to the SMC and
standard controllers.

Lastly, in Fig. 9 is shown the control inputs uyi to the
governor system for fault #3. Here, Fig. 9(a) illustrates the
control inputs uyi of the governor systems of generators #1
and #2 when the IDA-PBC is implemented, while Fig. 9(b)
and 9(c) depict the same control inputs when the SMC and
standard controls are employed, respectively. Fig. 9(d) shows
a comparison between the control inputs for the governing
system for generator #3.

Observe in Fig. 9(d) that the governor controller law for

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE INDEXES OF EACH CONTROL SCHEME

uyi
Fault #1 Fault #2 Fault #3

Standard Controllers 165.37 53.47 167.22
SMC 105.411 43.54 121.08

IDA–PBC 97.70 37.49 95.46
vfi

Fault #1 Fault #2 Fault #3
Standard Controllers 9825 3474 10323

SMC 8342 4086 12721
IDA–PBC 4861 2491 8615
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Fig. 9. Control responses for Fault #3: (a) uy using IDA-PBC, (b) uy using
SMC controller, (c) uy using standard controllers, and (c) Control strategy
comparison of uy in the generator #1.

the IDA–PBC presents greater zigzag than SMC and standard
controller since the maximum gate opening rate is used.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

An IDA-PBC to control the synchronous machines includ-
ing HTGS with surge tank in multimachine power systems
is proposed. The aims of the proposed control are to sta-
bilize the rotor speed and regulate the terminal voltage of
each synchronous machine in the power system. The main
advantage of the proposed control is that it is decentralized,
thus avoiding the challenges of communication among the
generators. Additionally, it keeps the passive structure in
closed-loop thus guaranteeing its asymptotic stability based on
Lyapunov’s theory. The IDA-PBC was assessed on a 12-bus
test system and compared with standard controls while consid-
ering large disturbances in the power system. It was observed
that IDA-PBC had an enhanced transient performance when
large disturbances were considered. This is validated with the
performance indexes as the settling time, IAEW, and IAEV
as these were lower during all fault conditions. This entails
that the proposed control improves damping and stability of
dynamic systems compared to standard controllers.

As future work, the proposed control will be combined
with a methodology for renewable energy sources and energy
storage systems to improve transient stability in multimachine
power systems.
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